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New Players Get Rich Quick Guide 2019 - Albion Online - Zero 2 Hero Ep.1 Zitieren Inhalt melden Zum Seitenanfang New Players Fame Farming &amp; Money Making Guide 2019 - Albion Online - Zero 2 Hero Ep.2 Zitieren Inhalt melden Zum Seitenan HOWFANG TO: Use Runes, Souls &amp; Relics Guide To
Improve Your Weapon &amp; Armor! Zitieren Inhalt melden Zum Seitenanfang First of all I want to thank everyone for creating these guides. As a new player things get really confusing soon, but it's helped a lot else I want to add a minor trick to easy silver when brand new to the game. Coarse stones go for about 40
silver each and since there are fast breeding sites in the tutorial area near the hideout it is a good idea to stock up before you proceed to the regular zone. You can get an easy 10-20k silver with little investment time at the start of the game and silver can be used to buy the items you need to progress faster. Zitieren
Inhalt melden Zum Seitenanfang This is a great thread. I plan to read and watch a tone of a page/watch videos. Robin Hoodrs and Lewpac22 have some great visions on the twitch. I think Robin Hoodrs also has a YouTube channel. I still have to d/l and install the game (waiting for the modem to come here, on the cell
phone for now (stinks), all I can do is wait until it's here soon enough). Until then, you're going to keep playing. Edit: The reasons why I chose Albion Online is, 1. My computer can download it (have a relic puter unfortunately). 2. I am interested because of its type of gameplay. And finally, there are a lot of good
info/videos/websites on it. The more I play Albion Online, the better. This sandbox player-driven MMORPG shows me things I never knew that I wanted in my MMO experience. It's a niche, and it won't be for everyone. You've probably heard about how heavy the grinding is in this game. I'm not going to lie, it's pretty big,
but it doesn't necessarily take away the pleasure you can have. I play mostly solo and casual, but recently I joined the Czech. There are many ways to make your trip to Albion Online more smooth, and I'm here to share your beginner tips that could help you get your foot in the world. Compartmentalize Your Destiny
Board Progression The Destiny Board is a great wheel of progression that will realistically take years to complete and master. This can be a lot to see for the first time. You should know that everything is connected to each other, and progression in one orba will often require simultaneous progression in another. That's
how players move around the world, starting in the first. My biggest advice is to spend some time to understand what your options are here. Find your favorite activities or styles to play on the board. There's farming, crafts, and orbs for classes, tools and weapons. When you have an idea of what you want to do and play
as, sectionalize, select something and start making them progress. Don't try to make them all at once. it will take far too much time to complete and will leave you feeling shitty. Join a Guild And since you have tried to choose and choose one or two paths from the lot, you are now specialized. To help you acquire items,
equipment and other things from areas where you can't be alone enough, you need to join the Czech. The Czech, where all its members specialize in various promotions on the Board of Destiny will run as a well--supplied machine. This will make it easier to travel around the tiers, and all you have to do is focus on the
areas you contribute to your czech. Of course, you'll still need to go out and kill landscape mobs to advance your chosen class/weapons/equipment as well. But there is also a social aspect of Albion Online. Czechs are fun when you find the right one. The benefits of a common common purpose are rewarding. There are
also guild houses where you can craft and use craft stations without being hampered by crazy taxes in cities. The guild v Guild PVP is also great, so if you like, go for it. Rush your house and build a farm for freelancers, rush houses and get an agricultural plot is an absolute must. I found that farming food and later own
breeding animals will be a lucrative way to get Silver into the game. Farming and livestock breeding is almost like a mini harvest moon game inside Albion Online. It's also a very self-catering way to make an income, because manufactured food is something important in the game. Both players and buildings need food in
the game, and if you can ensure that constantly, Silver will continue to run in. Do your daily expeditions Most sites have NPC's daily expeditions. These are daily jails that can be played independently or in groups. The first solo expedition appears in Tier 3. I suggest that new players, freelancers and casual players do it
consistently on a daily basis. The rewards are good – for example, in Tier 3, completing the expedition rewards you with 2,000 Silver. And the amount rises with every step you hit. It's a great way to earn kills for a celebrity promotion, as well as some income on a daily basis. Albion Online | Beginner's Guide | Introduction
to Albion – Your First Steps By Lewpac Welcome to the first video in my albion beginners guide series. Here we give you an overview of the game and some information for both new players and people who are considering buying the game, as well as a quick look at the first few steps in the Albion world. I hope you
enjoy... Be sure to watch out for more videos in this series as you continue your adventures! PLAY ALBION NOW - FOLLOW LEWPAC: ► MY TWITCH: ► MY TWITTER: ► MY DISCORD: Lewpac is streaming Albion 5 days a week on Twitch, as well as casting for Albion TV (twitch.tv/albiononline) and downloading on
youtube. Albion Online is a different MMO. Sandbox in the heart – and quite easy to to learn to play – but still forgive and realistic as expected. Albion's world is gonen to the bone. All buildings you use for making are owned and taxed by other players, you can be killed and lose everything you wear (including cash-shop
items), while your actions will determine your progress, as well as access to the map. Does that sound like fun enough? Let's  click here to download Albion Online from the official website. It is suggested to read through the full guide, especially if you're just starting out, or if you're thinking about starting Albion Online
and just aren't sure about it yet. Character Creation Character Creation Screen, Albion Online Character Creation in Albion is as simple as it gets (and although I'm the guy who spends 2 hours tweaking every detail, I don't mind at all). Simply choose between male or female, preset the avatar, and then there are a few
different hairstyles, skin colors and underwear. Aesthetic simplicity is important because you will learn to recognize the weapons and armor of enemies, simply by looking at them. Fame (XP &amp; Progression) Player Fame Stats, Albion Online And Albion, there are no level players. Don't worry, though, as Fame (the
game's term for XP) has gained in hundreds of different skills, making for a unique and rewarding niving experience. Like in Older Notes, you're natural for what you're using. So collecting a stone will earn you fame for straightening your Stone Collection, while the tools you use to collect can only be leveled if crafts more
of them! It works the same way by fighting as you level different weapons and armor, depending on what you use. For example, balancing the chest plate is something other than your plate shoes – they can be so easy to cloth shoes. At first it sounds a little complicated, but it is the system that is responsible for one of
the most active auction houses I have met in the MMO – that is, urgency. Tiers (Item &amp; Skill Levels) Item Levels/Tiers, Albion Online All in Albion (and I mean all) is divided into Tiers. There are 8 tiers, with level 1 the lowest, and Level 8 the highest. If you want to give a quick example, if you go to the Tier 4 area, you
will be able to collect material 2. If you want to collect resources from tier 4, you must have the appropriate gear for tier 4, or tier 3 one with a large penalty for the time of collection. What's more to get occasional/rare/ep Tier 4 resources, you need a Tier 4 tool, Tier 3 won't work at all. Similarly, with Tier 4 armor/weapons
you have an advantage over Tier 4 monsters, but still a big drawback of tier 5 ones. Destiny Board (Player Skills) Destiny Board – Skill Tree, Albion Online The Destiny Board is the skill tree of Albion Online. It is huge (though not very difficult to decipher), and resembles a lot of The Path of Exile, hopefully just on the
outside. On the left you have all your martial arts, and on the right their manufacturing skills. That means straightening the left side with the fight, and the right with the making. At the bottom you have your collection &amp; farming skills, which, as you guessed, level with resource collection, and farming plants or breeding
animals. One quick example that will help you understand synergy: If you want to collect wood with a Tier 4 axe, and you want to craft yourself an axe, you need to level two separate trees. On the one hand, you will need a level of Lumberjack skill, for which you will need to raise a lot of funds, and will allow you to use
Tier 4 Axes. On the other hand (and easier to level) if you want to craft your axe T4, you will need to level the Lumberjack Crafter. (You also need separate skills to fill out the funds you collect and use them to make them). Reputation Player Reputation, Albion Online Albion is a world maintained by players. NPC's almost
gone, and everything that's going on in the world is the driving. Therefore, the reputation system is directly tied to the world in which your player lives and will limit your access to certain areas, depending on how well you work with others. Distinguished players will always be able to access all areas and cities, while the
more evil you become, the fewer areas you can access, leaving you in the darkest depths of Albion, with the most dangerous enemies preying on every corner! Blue Zones – Tier 1-4 sites and areas. Yellow zones — zones 5. Red zones — tier 6-7 zones. Black areas — Tier 3-8 areas. Map &amp; Areas of World Map,
Albion Online When you create your character, you will start in a random starting point. This means you can't know which larger city will be your closest, so if you're targeting a certain one, be prepared for a longer and more dangerous journey, or you could also remake the character until you get it, which is kind of lame.
These are 5 main regions, with their larger cities and available resources of the surrounding areas (Tier 5 resources &amp; monsters): Gleinmoor – Martlock (Wood, Stone & Ore) Umbrash – Bridgewatch (Hide, Fabric & Ore) Celidon – Lymhurst (Wood, Stone & Hide) Blyn Brae – Fort Sterling (Stone, Fabric & Ore)
Mearepools – Thetford (Wood, Hide & Fabric) Major Each Cityed of a Faction as well as Well which you can enlist for and raise your position with activities under the flag of faction. Beware, though, this means that players labeled for opposing factions can kill you with full prey, even in blue areas. The most important city,
Caerleon, is located in their middle, and is the largest market center. Caerleon is surrounded by four tier 6 areas (red regions), meaning you can die and drop all the prey there. Most people will argue that you want to get there as quickly as possible, but you will need at least full Tier 5 equipment if you have the option.
And last but not least, in albion outlands, you can only find black zones, which means PvP without marking full prey to death along with the equipment to be worn, as well as no indication on the minimap of how many people are in the same region at that time. Tier 8 areas can only be found in Merci, the east side of the
Outlands. Classes Class Guide, Albion Online Albion does not have any predetermined classes to choose from, as in most MMO. Instead, each type of weapon has its own sub-classes, and each armor type the same, making for an infinite number of constructions and combinations that you can do. Although the amount
of skill and size of the tree skills (called Destiny Board) resembles the Path of Exile, the possibilities and synergies are much more rewarding, reminiscent of Grim Dawn. There are 3 main classes, Warrior, Hunter &amp; Mage, which are then broken down into different weapons, sub-weapons and armored types. As
mentioned above, you are able – and encouraged – to confuse &amp; match the content of your heart, and use weapons and objects from different classes in conjunction. Warrrior Arms Sword Battleaxe Mace Hammer Crossbow Heavy Crossbow One-hand Crossbow Shield Warrior Armor Plate Helmet Soldier Helmet
Armour Soldier Armor Armor Armour Boots Soldier Boots Boots Guard Boots Care Boots Hunter Arms Bow Spear Nature Staff Great Nature Staff Wild Staff Dagger Quarterstaff Ironclad Staff Double-Bladed Staff Torch Hunter Armor Leather Hood Mercenary Hood Hood Hood Assassin Hood Hood Leather Jacket



Mercenary Jacket Hunter Jacket Assassin Jacket Leather Shoes Mercenary Shoes Hunter Shoes Assassin Shoes Shoes Mage Weapons Fire Staff Great Fire Staff Holy Staff Great Holy Staff Divine Staff Arcane Staff Great Arcane Staff Enigmatic Staff Frost Staff Great Frost Staff Glacial Staff Staff Large Staff Demon
Staff Tome of S Mage Armor Cowl Scholar Cowl Cleric Cowl Cleric Cowl Cloth Cloth Robe Scholar Robe Ogruša Mage Robe Cloth Sandals Scholar Sandals Cleric Sandals Mage Sandals The list above is just a simple reference because the game is much more complicated than that. You can visit this hacking
spreadsheet that covers everything you need to know about the different types of weapons and armor, as well as what skills you can get from which. The management of storage items is realistic in Albion, so each city has its own storage and the weight you can carry is limited. Storage space stocks in stock there are not
many problems in Albion, but it is a mass of stock! Your character has 48 inventory slots throughout the game, and that's way more than what you'll have to carry around with you (remember that very soon you'll be roaming in PvP areas, and if you die you lose everything you wear at the moment). On the other hand, the
weight of stocks is very important, because you will soon realise that the amount of resources you can carry around is very limited. The brackets can help you carry more weight, so be sure to check the appropriate section below. Bank Storage Bank Storage, Online Every major city in Albion has its own bank storage,
because moving objects between territories is a very important aspect in Albion's economy, and of course adds to realism! I really wish that more MMO would follow this storage system than Black Desert Online as well. Slot your bank &amp; weight size are very generous, don't commit to causing you any problems soon,
unless of course you start stacking all sorts of different things without having the right plan. Island Storage Personal Island's Chest Log, Albion Online Last, you can place storage chests on your personal island in order to help manage certain types of resources, and generally have more freedom. What's more, since you
can give access to your island in friends and esnafi, and special access for each separate chest, you can easily see who has weeded/withdrawn things and when! You need a premium subscription enabled to buy an island, but you don't need to continue using it. As mentioned above, storage is not an issue in AO, it's not
a frustration factor, as in 99% of MMO out there. Instead, the storage aspect focuses on how you manage your weight, as well as equipment when you collect or transport valuable resources! Horses &amp; Oxen (Mounts) Transport Ox Mount, Albion Online There are two different types of carriers in Albion, horses and
oki. Both go into tier 8 like the rest of the game. Horses are mainly used for quick travel, while they are also used to grind resources, as well as to transfer resources from place to place, as they can carry a lot of weight in their vicinity. You will get your first bracket (Tier 2 Horse) while following the main quest game. To get
a Tier 3 horse, you'll need to buy Journeyman's Riding Horse directly from the market (because you need to have a fall on your island, and that comes a long way later), but this is the best investment you can make in the game early. Getting vos is even harder early because you need Harvester knowledge from the
agricultural skills of a tree, and to get that you need to tear carrots from your private island farm. What's worse is that for planting, and then harvesting carrots, you'll need an island of the 2nd degree. All together, all of you will cost more than 50K (which is hard to get when you're new to the game), and a few hours of
grinding. It is obvious that artisans will want to target the voka as soon as possible, as this will make your farming almost 10 times more profitable. Be ware that their low speed makes them a dangerous choice when you're farming in PvP areas, so moving back and forth with the horse can prove more profitable
(depending on how well you can move away for yourself, and obviously how crowded the current area is). Premium vs free - What you need to know (Is Albion P2W?) Let me start by mentioning that you can buy a premium subscription simply by playing the game, and never use any real money (except buying a game
first, of course). Let me also mention that you can achieve this not that Albion is your second job, but simply smart and strategic about it. This is enough to get the Pay to Win argument out of the way, as it is not here. Of course, buying a premium subscription with the currency in the game will take a big chunk of your
Silver, so it's up to you if you'd rather just pay the money (about $10 a month). Having a premium subscription is necessarily 100% unfortunately, we're starting to make bonuses just too good to ignore: +20 Learning Points daily +10,000 Crafting Focus per day +50% Fame Bonus Ability to buy Island +50% Silver i loot
from mobs+. 50% 100% in-bear +100% Farm transfer +50% Umanjeni marketing tax I can't be asked about subscriptions and how much it's available, frankly it's quite cheap compared to any MMO on the market, and because you can grind it without much so much if you're active in the game. It's very important to note
that the premium subscription is tied to characters, so if you want full production and you love alts (max number of alts is 3), you need a different one for each character. It sounds lame at first, but if you know how Albion works, it makes a lot of sense, and you don't need altos unless you know exactly how you're going to
use them. Learning Points Learning Point, Albion Online You Will Notice That Every Skill on the Fate of the Board has a little book that says teach under the glory of progress. These are the learning points you need to instantly increase the fame needed for the next skill level, and you can only get 20 a day with an active
premium subscription. They can be quite helpful for example when you need to level a certain skill at making something, but you're not doing so much craft to make it normal. I would advise them to stick to them and try to figure out the best way to invest them, as you progress more into AO. Crafting Focus Crafting
Focus, Albion Online Similar to learning points, Crafting Focus is a special resource that is regenerated only for premium players. Passively regenerate 10,000 Crafting Focus daily, even when your character is offline. You can use it in two main ways: watering your personal island's farms, as they will provide a great
bonus for additional drops of the meeting (the costs depend on the crop you are watering and your Tier when harvesting this type of crop). Increase the amount of manufactured objects you get in buildings (the cost depends on the amount and cost of the materials used). I strongly support the personal verdict in the
Albion Online business model, and I find it very honest and honest with its players. Such a rare view of the world of the MMO.  Game has also kept this model from launch, so it's safe to expect to keep it that way. Premium bonuses are indeed extremely important for faster progress, but the possibility of purchasing
with currency balances from any P2W factor. I'd strongly advise you to grab your first real-money premium – as long as you've had a few days in the game and enjoy it – as it will be quite difficult to get your first by grinding on a new account. From then on it's easy to plan ahead and always get it with the currency in the
game if that's what you want. I would also suggest that the Ep/Legendary game packages are perfectly worth it, as they will provide you with a few months of premium at an even lower price point. The only negative thing I could add is that I don't see how AO will be able to sustain financially with this model, so my hopes
remain with the community! Comunity!
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